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I implore you, who in his sane mind could tolerate such logomachias without bursting into laughter? Not in the Talmud, nor in the Qu’ran can one find such horrendous blasphemies. But we are accustomed to hear them to the point that nothing astonishes us. Future generations will judge them obscure. Indeed, they are obscure, much more than the diabolic inventions which Irenaeus attributed to the Valentinians.

Michael Servetus *Christianismi Restitutio, De Trinitate*, lib. I. p. 46.

*Si locum mihi aliquem ostendas, quo verbum illud filius olim vocetur, fatebor me victum. Christianismi Restitutio,*

If you show me a single passage in which the Son was called the Word, I will give up.


Abstract

This paper attempts to explain the sources of the central Christian doctrine about the nature of deity. We can trace a continuous line of thought from the Greek philosophy to the development of the doctrine of the Trinity. The first Christian doctrine was developed by Justin Martyr (114-165 C.E.). He speculated on religious matters in philosophical terms of his time. He introduced new concepts and phrases not found in the synoptic Gospels and followed Philo’s road to Hellenization of the Hebrew myth. The primary influence exerted on him was the writings of the Greek Middle Platonic philosopher Numenius of Apamea (fl. ca 150 C.E.). Numenius in turn followed the Platonic tradition *via* Xenocrates of Chalcedon (d. 314 B.C.E.).
Introduction

Until the middle of the XIXth century the world was considered to be static and not undergoing changes. The same was extended to the realm of ideas and especially to religious views and doctrines, which, it was believed, were established once and for ever. This was to be changed with the development of new evolutionary ideas which were applied not only to the external world where the process was originally discovered, but also to the ideology, and obviously to the religious thought. We came to the realization that religious ideology, theology, evolves with the rest of the human endeavors. Thus we can label the XXIst century as the century of evolutionary outlook.

There are two, it seems so far, major directions of thought, though overlapping, related to religion: 1. One is the critical study and reevaluation of the written sources of various religions, in Christianity in modern times probably initiated by Samuel Reimarus at the end of the XVIIth century. 2. The other one is a diversified movement which tends to accommodate the natural sciences to religious doctrines or religious doctrines to natural sciences, depending on whom we ask. As initiators of this type of approach we may consider Pierre Theilhard de Chardin, Alfred North Whitehead, and Charles Hartshorne.1 This movement labeled as “process theology” is expressed in religious formulations derived only from the philosophical speculations.

The Key Theoretical Issue
1. Warning by Erasmus

The key theoretical issue in the first movement is the interpretation of the office, status, and person of Jesus. It was traditionally formulated and codified, even in the law, in the form of the trinitarian dogma. The incendiary character of this issue was already feared by Erasmus who wrote prophetically in the preface to the 1523 edition of The Trinity of the church Father, Hilary of Poitiers (ca 315-367):
The ancients philosophized very little about divine things. The curious subtlety of the Arians drove the orthodox to greater necessity. Let the ancients be pardoned; but what excuse is there for us, who raise so many curious, not to say impious, questions about matters far removed from our nature? We define so many things which may be left in ignorance or in doubt without loss of salvation. Is it not possible to have fellowship with the Father, Son and Holy Spirit without being able to explain philosophically the distinction between them and between the nativity of the Son and the procession of the Holy Spirit? If I believe the tradition that there are three of one nature, what is the use of laborered disputation? If I do not believe, I shall not be persuaded by any human reasons. You will not be damned if you do not know whether the Spirit proceeding from the Father and the Son has one or two beginnings, but you will not escape damnation, if you do not cultivate the fruits of the Spirit which are love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, long suffering, mercy, faith, modesty, continence, and chastity. The sum of our religion is peace and unanimity, but these can scarcely stand unless we define as little as possible, and in many things leave each one free to follow his own judgment, because there is great obscurity in many matters, and man suffers from this almost congenital disease that he will not give in when once a controversy is started, and after he is heated he regards as absolutely true that which he began to sponsor quite casually. Many problems are now reserved for an ecumenical council. It would be better to defer questions of this sort to the time when, no longer in a glass darkly, we see God face to face. Formerly, faith was in life rather than in the profession of creeds. Presently, necessity required that articles be drawn up, but only a few with apostolic sobriety. Then the depravity of the heretics exacted a more precise scrutiny of the divine books. When faith came to be in writings rather than in hearts, then there were almost as many faiths as men. Articles increased and sincerity decreased. Contention grew hot and love grew cold. The doctrine of Christ, which at first knew no hair splitting, came to depend on the aid of philosophy. This was the first stage in the decline of the Church. The injection of the authority of the emperor into this affair did not greatly aid the sincerity of faith. When faith is in the mouth rather than in the heart, when the solid knowledge of Sacred Scripture fails us, nevertheless by terrorization we drive men to believe what they do not believe, to love what they do not love, to know what they do not know. That which is forced cannot be sincere, and that which is not voluntary cannot please Christ.

2. Four patterns of Christianity
Someone estimated that there have been about 23,000 Christianities. This may be an optimistic underestimate – one should say rather that there are probably as many Christianities as there are believers claiming to be Christians. Such a statement, however, is not productive for the evaluation of the evolution of a religion. It would be better if we could differentiate some general patterns in the development of the key religious doctrine. It seems that the evolution of Christianity can be analyzed in terms of four general patterns:

1. Jewish Messianism with the figure of the Messiah as a glorified man and the expected earthly Kingdom of God. This is the basic message of the early Christianity though one can distinguish here the Pauline and Gospel varieties. This pattern was revived in the doctrine of the Socinian Church in the XVIth century.

2. Hellenistic Christianity in its two forms: in one the Messiah figure was transformed into the cosmic Greek Logos; in the other, the Gnostic in which the Logos is only one of many divine manifestations.

3. Trinitarian or syncretic Christianity which tends to reemphasize the Unitarian character of the divinity, preserving the Greek triadic speculations, and incorporating especially the Egyptian triune doctrine. The Trinitarian synthesis for a variety of coincidental historical reasons became the dominant doctrine widely popularized.

4. Servetian Unitarian Christianity which interprets the divinity and its manifestations as a historical, modalistic process. This pattern found its modern expression in the so-called “process theology” of which Servetus was a precursor.

The Christian churches, following the Roman Catholic church, maintained until recently that the doctrine of the triune God was contained in the scriptural texts of the Old and the New Testaments and that such was their message. The doctrine was firmly established in the fourth century by combining it with a means of coercion in the form of state law and preventing any independent scholarly study of the sacred texts. It took the Reformation and Radical Reformation to initiate a painful and often bloodily repressed process of a reevaluation of the sacred texts and a return to their original meaning.

The orthodox catholic Christian concept of the unity of God in the Trinity was developed slowly as a result of a long process of mixing various ideologies. The whole idea of the Trinity came about as a syncretic development from the clash of: 1. The Hebrew Unitarian concept of God. 2. The Greek religious-philosophical concepts of the nature of God and the powers governing the world; 3. The mixing of the Greek religious ideas about a Savior who acts as a mediator between God and humans with the Hebrew concept of the Messiah, who was presented and expected as a national liberator; 4. The Egyptian religious concept of the triune divinity.

The acceptance of the trinitarian doctrine is based on human psychological conditioning. Even today, most Christians when facing the obvious scholarly arguments against the Trinity in the Scripture, bluntly refuse to consider them because they feel a threat to their piety for their belief in Jesus and the “Holy Spirit.” This concept reflects the presumed highest level of piety by ascribing to Christ-Messiah all possible perfections we can humanly imagine, thus equating him ontologically with the divinity.
3. Old Testament and unity of God

God in the Old Testament is one par excellence and has several names, but his proper names is Yahweh (Yehovah). He is a God with mixed characteristics: he is father to his own chosen people, he made an eternal covenant with them, he is cruel and vengeful to the enemies of Israel, he is capricious in his mood and often acts immorally by our standards. God promised to the Israelites eternal salvation in the form of a new earthly Israel and a new world (supernatural or ideal) introduced by a human Messiah. His name as a father is nothing new. We find it in many cultures and it is associated with his function as a creator and protector of the nation, kings, and individual Israelites. Often his subjects are named his sons, often the entire nation, and especially prominent figures like kings and priests. God acts through his utterances, the Word (Davar, Logos), which may be considered his creative agent. Jews considered their history and the Law as a word revealed by Yahweh. Under the Greek influence certain concepts were introduced such as Wisdom (Sophia) into Jewish writings. There are in Proverbs, in the Wisdom of Solomon, and in the Wisdom of Sirach vivid statements about Wisdom as the company of God, as an image of his goodness, as the first born before all creation, and the worker of all things. It is easy to envisage it as a person and an agent. At the same time, it is acting in humans as human wisdom. Jews did not consider it as a separate entity, but rather as a divine attribute, God’s activity, and often as the Jewish Law which was considered to be pre-existent. Nevertheless, the Apologists used it as evidence of the pre-existence of the Word, and Arius as evidence that Christ was a created being.7

As to the Spirit, in the Old Testament the word “ruach” originally meant wind and breath. It was general view in antiquity that breathing was associated with acquiring the vivifying power that animated living things. This was a good biological observation but could not be explained in rational naturalistic terms before the discovery of the oxygen and its role in the metabolism. Since God was considered the life-giving power, the term designated the all-pervading presence of God and his substance. But the term acquired several other meanings and was used in expressing the Spirit of Yahweh: 1. as an action of God, his creative force; 2. as his saving power; 3. as the charismatic effect and imparted spirit or gift to kings, judges, and especially to the messianic king; 4. as a power imparted to man and renewing him inwardly; 5. as an instrument illuminating the prophets and producing a special mood to understand the word of God and the strength to proclaim it. In the messianic age this outpouring of spirit will especially effect all people. Though the Spirit was described in personal terms, it is clear that the Jews and the writers of the Old Testament never regarded the Spirit as a person. In these formulations there is no concept of an additional “person” or “entity” in God, thus there is no basis for the ontological entity called the Holy Spirit.8

Though the Old Testament contains the term used for the development of the doctrine of the Trinity, “Nowhere in the Old Testament is there any solid evidence that a sacred writer viewed the Word of Yahweh as a personal being distinct from Yahweh himself and thus had intentions of plurality within the Godhead. The Word of Yahweh is only Yahweh acting, or the means by which he revealed his will to men.”9

4. The Trinity and modern scholarship
Anthony Buzzard in his exhaustive analysis of the Trinitarian question describes it in these words:

It appears that expert Trinitarian exegesis often weakens the attempt to base the Trinity on Scripture. There are no texts advanced in support of the Godhead which have not been assigned another interpretation by Trinitarians themselves. Can the biblical doctrine of God really be so obscure! It may be simpler to accept the *shema* of Israel and its belief in a unipersonal God. Since this was the creed spoken by Jesus himself, it would seem to have an absolute claim to be the Christian creed. Nothing of the glory of the Son is lost if he is recognized as the unique human representative of God for whom God created the whole universe.¹⁰

Modern theologians come finally to acknowledge that there is nothing in the New Testament writings that would warrant discussion about the divinity of Jesus or his pre-existence and the Trinity. In his 1972 exhaustive study Edmund J. Fortman, a Catholic theologian, summarized it this way:

The formulation of this dogma was the most important theological achievement of the first five centuries of the Church ... yet this monumental dogma, celebrated in the liturgy by the recitation of the Nicene creed, seems to many even within the Church to be a museum piece, with little or no relevance to the crucial problems of contemporary life and thought. And to those outside the Church, the trinitarian dogma is a fine illustration of the absurd length to which theology has been carried, a bizarre formula of ‘sacred arithmetic.’¹¹

Fortman’s study was followed recently by that of yet another Catholic theologian, Karl-Joseph Kuschel, and by that of Anthony F. Buzzard and Charles F. Hunting.¹² The prominent Catholic theologian Karl-Josef Kuschel states:

The New Testament does not know the pre-existence as a speculative theme. A pre-existence christology understood as an isolated, independent, atomized reflection on a divine being of Jesus Christ 'in' or 'alongside' God before the world, a sonship understood in metaphysical terms, is not the concern of the New Testament.¹³

And he admits that the statement about pre-existence is not direct revelation, but a result of theological speculation.¹³

This speculation was developed in the first three centuries and though it is considered by the Christian church leaders as the most important theological doctrine of the Christianity, yet it has no relevance to the problems of human life and thought. It has no basis in the Scriptures regarded as the foundation of the Christian religion. It is simply the best illustration of the absurdity of the theological deliberations. One can understand, however, why it was possible to develop such a bizarre doctrine if one follows the evolutionary pattern of the rise of the new religion.
Let us ponder now what a theological speculation is. Father Ceslaus Velecky, one of the translators and commentators of Thomas Aquinas, states that theology is examining “ideas and words” about “what God told us about himself... through prophets and apostles.” And he admits that if it were not for the disclosure in the Scripture, the idea of “three Selfs” of God “would never have occurred to us.” But the “disclosure” or revelation never meant those things deduced from it by Thomas and the whole rest of the post-Nicene tradition. To understand the true meaning of the words and concepts used in the Scriptures one has to consider the mentality of the people who wrote them and the ideological, world view context of the epoch in which they appeared. Some of these topics were recently exhaustively studied and we refer the reader to these studies.

The subject of my study is to examine how the main doctrine of Christianity evolved: what are its philosophical and religious foundations, how the scriptural texts themselves arose and how their reading evolved with time in the clash of cultures. This process did not stop and new readings appear even today, though far removed from the original intention of the scriptural texts, as they are confronted especially with a better and verifiable explanation of reality, both human and cosmic, produced by rational inquiry including what we call today the scientific approach. This paper is focused on one topic, namely, how the first Christian doctrine, besides the doctrine of Paul which we may classify as radically Jewish, though partially Hellenized, was developed.

**Justin Martyr and the First Christian Doctrine**

Justin Martyr (114-165 C.E) is the first Christian apologist who speculated on religious matters in philosophical terms of his time and attempted to build a coherent system of thought. Due to his background in Greek schooling, he introduced new concepts and phrases not found in the synoptic Gospels and followed Philo's road to Nicaea. His doctrines were formed under the influence of various religious and philosophical trends of his time. He was influenced by Jewish biblical exegesis, by Judeo-Christian writings, by Christian Gnostic doctrines, by current Greek religious doctrines, and by Middle Platonism. However, the primary influence exerted on him were the writings of Philo of Alexandria, whom he mentions by name three times in the *Dialogue with Trypho*, and the Greek philosopher Numenius. But Justin does not adhere to Philo's doctrines slavishly, he expands the doctrines and concepts of Philo mixing them with the philosophical interpretations of Numenius and adapts such a mixture to the new Christian story recorded in the Gospels. Justin, in turn, influenced other Christian writers and was quoted by Tatian, his disciple, Athenagoras, Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Eusebius of Caesarea.
Justin's Metaphysical Triad

The Father

In defending Christians against accusations from the Hellenes that they were "atheists," Justin presents the argument that they confess the belief and worship the Triad, though one feels that he senses a conflict between this formulation and assertion of believing in one God: "We revere and worship Him Most True God 'who is the Father of justice, temperance, and the other virtues' and the Son who came forth from Him and taught us these things, ... and the Prophetic Spirit [pneu/ma, profhtiko.n]." And a little later: "We worship the Creator of this world .... Our Teacher of these things is Jesus Christ, who was born for this end, and who was crucified .... We shall prove that we worship Him with reason, since we have learned that He is the Son of the living God Himself, and believe Him to be in the second place, and the Prophetic Spirit [Pneuma] in the third." The Triadic formula is also used in the baptism which was interpreted as a "rebirth," "remission of the sins formerly committed," and a sort of moral illumination with the divine force, full Logos. Other instances of this formula are the eucharistic prayer and blessing offered at the ceremonial communal meal. These passages remind one quite literally of the writing of Numenius. Justin differs from Numenius in that he ascribes biblical appellations to each divine entity whereas Numenius describes them in philosophical Platonic categories. Moreover, the Second divine entity is represented by an individual, Jesus Christ who, from the Jewish Messiah became now the Greek Savior. These passages seem to be an expression of a belief in three separate divine entities with three different names. But one has to analyze what Justin says further about these three names to find out what the relationship is between them.

The concept of God among early Christians was the same as that represented by the Hebrew biblical texts since they considered themselves Jews. In Hellenistic Judaism God acquired, in addition, certain characteristics typical of Greek metaphysical thought such as his cosmic function and transcendentality without losing his previous characteristics. Such an interpretation of God became useful and more appropriate later for Pauline Christians when Paul introduced an ontological intermediary between God and man in the form of the pneumatic being, Christ. At the same time the revelation of Christ replaced the Torah as the ruling moral and ritual law.

Justin basically inherited from Hellenistic Judaism such a mixed Greco-Jewish picture of the deity. God the Father is described by Justin as the Father of virtues, or the Father and Creator of all, the only unbegotten and impassible God, that is unchangeable and immovable in accordance with his Middle Platonic conception of God.

The concept of an unmoved God, the first mover, was introduced by Aristotle into Middle Platonism probably through Eudorus of Alexandria (fl. ca 25 B.C.E.) who emphasized the transcendence of God (the Supreme God) as "The One." By this Justin, as well as Philo, denied any spatial movement, spatial determination or change of nature to God and intended to refute
the Stoic concept of an immanent God and identification of God with the world. But this concept remains more a philosophical notion than a religious assertion since neither Philo nor Justin adhere to it, but represent God, in accordance with the very strong Hebrew tradition, as remaining "in a place to himself,"30 or "remaining in a place wherever it may be" or describing God as one "who is in the heavens" or the "Lord who dwells in heaven."31

The description of God as unbegotten (avge,nhtoj) was commonly used in Greek philosophy with the meaning that God had existence without external source, thus he was a self-causing being.32 Justin uses this term to distinguish the existence of God the Father from that of Christ, the Son of God who had a beginning and a cause.

On the contrary, God is the Maker or Creator himself and there is no higher God than the Creator.33 This was a response made to the claim of the Christian Gnostics who, following Platonic doctrines, maintained that the God of the Old Testament as Creator (Demiurge) could not be a true God but a God of evil if he had contact with matter. Therefore, they postulated the existence of another good God of the New Testament as an absolutely transcendent deity and different in kind. Justin, on the contrary, insisted on the continuity of the Old and the New Testaments and identity of the Gods represented there. Thus he always describes God as the Maker or Creator (dhmiourgo,j) to the extent that he forgets about the share which he ascribed in the process to the Logos.

And following the Hebrew tradition Justin declares that He has no name, but because of His good deeds and functions He has several appellations (posrh,seij): "The words Father, and God, and Creator, and Lord, and Master are not real names, but rather terms of address derived from His beneficent deeds."34 This namelessness is a consequence of God's being unbegotten since the name must be given by a predecessor and "No one gives a name to the ineffable [or unutterable a;rrhtoj] God."35 For Philo names were symbolic of created things; therefore not applicable to an uncreated God.36

By using the term "unutterable" Justin wants to emphasize still more the transcendentality of God, his incomprehensibility and inaccessibility to the human mind. Thus Justin needed a revelation by the Logos/Christ concerning the religious ritual with some moral power (e.g., baptism),37 doctrinal education,38 and moral instruction.39

Thus God in Justin's concept was not a being completely alienated from the world and, as such, had to be active though unmoved. Following Aristotle's assumption that God, though an Absolute, must have some activity to be useful for mankind,40 Justin, Philo, and the Middle Platonists ascribed to God the function of thinking and causing existence to all things, and through the intermediary power the function of administering, forming, and ordering the world. Justin made God the cause of the Second God, "God is the cause of His (the Second God's) power and of His being Lord and God."41 And paraphrasing Plato, who Justin claims imitated Christians, he implies that God the Father is the First God.42 Moreover, wanting to contrast the Christian God with that of the Stoics, he emphasized the autonomy and freedom of action of
God. But Justin could not explain how a transcendent God could interact with the world without an intermediary.

**The Son**

The second name is the Son, who, according to Justin, "came forth from Him [the Father] and taught us these things [justice, temperance, and other virtues] ... and the Prophetic Spirit [Pneuma] το. προφητικόν πνεύμα." The structure of the sentence indicates that the Son is treated as a separate being different from God (he came from God) and from the Prophetic Spirit (Pneuma). This is stressed more when Justin, as if expanding Philo's theory of the two powers of God, and making reference to Numenius' Second God, insists on the identification of the Son with a Spirit (incorporeal Pneuma which was the essence, i.e., being and substance of divinity), therefore a separate being, and not only a power (i.e., an attribute) of God: "It is not right, therefore, to understand the Spirit πνεύμα = Pneuma] and the Power δύναμις of God as anything else than the Logos, who is also the First-begotten of God, as Moses, the previously mentioned Prophet, has stated." Justin speaks here as if he tried to correct some erroneous views being spread around. And he explains the identity of the Son using the common philosophical term of an intermediary between God and the visible world. The Logos Son is thus a pneumatic effluence from God which view will be confirmed by Justin in his treatment of the spermatic Logos. We learn that the First-begotten, the Son, is the Logos and a Spirit (Pneuma) and the Power of God. More explicitly and following Philo and the Middle Platonists directly, Justin teaches us that the Son is also the Power and the Logos: "The first power after God the Father and Lord of all things is the Logos [Word], who is also His Son, who assumed human flesh and became man in the manner which we shall presently explain." And it was this Spirit [Pneuma] who came upon the virgin, overshadowed (or rather overpowered) her and, brought it about that she became pregnant, not by sexual intercourse, but by divine power. In the last statements Justin indicates that it was the Logos itself, and not the Holy Spirit (Holy Pneuma), as the Third Divinity, who was the agent of its own incarnation. There are also statements of Justin which suggest directly that Jesus Christ was born through the power of the Logos which was given to Him from the Father. This means that the Logos engineered its own conception by the power received from God the Father.

This strong subordinate relationship between the Son and the Father is still more emphasized when Justin claims that the power of Christ to overcome demons has been given to Him by God. Moreover, his resurrection was accomplished by the power of God. Justin states: "[He, Christ] boasts not in accomplishing anything through His own will or might." Christ, though sinless, was in need of salvation and this was accomplished by his resurrection. He was in the power of death like every man, thus He had to descend into Hades, where He waited for his resurrection and return to heaven, where He is preparing for His glorious second coming.
A tradition that the Power of God and the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) are the same must have been around in Justin's time. It must have represented the oldest Christian/Jewish belief since Justin gives his explanation just before quoting Luke (1:31-35) that Jesus was conceived by the intervention of the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) (to. a`gion pneu/ma). And in the Christian tradition until the end of the fourth century it was maintained that the Logos was the agent of the miraculous conception.

Jesus' generation was nothing new in the Hellenic and Mediterranean world where Zeus begat sons and daughters with human women, and even without sexual connotations as Justin himself admits. And the virgin birth was chosen as the mechanism of incarnation because this process did not involve a sexual process which was considered a sin. Jesus thus is called the Son of God in accordance with Greek usage.

But when he is also called the Christ then reference is made to the Hebrew meaning of the term “Son of God” as the human Messiah and ruler over Jews. And Justin makes a twist expanding the old Hebrew prophecies as referring to the coming of the supernatural cosmic being Christ, which we might term the Christian Messiah, and His rule over the world. This cosmic being has now a universal salvation function which was expected in the Hellenic world. Thus the Jewish Messiah was transformed by Justin into the Greek Savior.

Addressing the Greeks, Justin explains: "When, indeed, we assert that the Logos, our Teacher Jesus Christ, who is the First-begotten of God the Father, was not born as the result of sexual relations ... we propose nothing new or different from that which you say about the so-called sons of Jupiter." Thus Jesus Christ and the Logos as a pneumatic being, who is the First-born, is the same being since "the Logos Himself, who assumed a human form ... became man, and was called Jesus Christ." Whereas Philo could not decide whether the Creative Power of God or Logos should become a separate pneumatic being, Justin emphasizes its individuality. Moreover, it became incarnated in the person of Jesus following the usual Greek method of impregnating human women by the action of the Power of God.

We face head on in these passages a crucial ideological distinction between Hebrew and Greek/Mediterranean cultures. The original Hebrew concept of the Son of God acquired the Greek meaning. Justin clearly took the term literally; moreover, he equated the biblical (Old and New Testament Messiah/Christ) with the Greek cosmic Logos and that found in the works of Philo of Alexandria.

There is also another important issue involved here. The Greek term pneuma is translated usually as spirit (from the Latin spiritus), and technically it means the same thing in Latin. In modern languages and usage, the term acquired a different meaning from the original one it had in antiquity and writings of the first Christians. It was a technical term derived from the Stoic philosophy which described a divine substance, a substance of divine beings – God, angels, souls – and though it was incorporeal (or sometimes corporeal) it was a certain most tenuous substance
considered active and intelligent, close to air, cosmic fire, or ether, depending on the philosophical system. This substance was not matter, however, since matter was composed of the four usual elements and considered passive. The concept itself has roots in the Sumerian/Akkadian religious doctrines from which it was transferred to the Hebrew Bible. The term is an exact equivalent of the term xWr (Ruach) in Hebrew when not used in its metaphorical meaning. God was something very tenuous, but in spite of the attribute given to him as being unconfined (avcw,rhsto,j), was represented in Greek, Hebrew, and Christian cultures as located in a physically limited space, the heaven, which was also the abode of all other divine beings, and made of the incorporeal, tenuous substance. Theophilus (fl. ca 180), bishop of Antioch, used the term in exactly the same meaning.

Whether or not we consider the "spirit [pneuma] borne above the water" as a separate being derived from God the Father, e.g., the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) or God himself, the divine substance was the pneuma and it was one and the same regardless of how many beings were "begotten" from one and the same God.

Moreover, the pneumatic beings, like the Logos, angels, demons, and souls, could have physical sensations and interactions with humans, were spatially delineated, could be spatially displaced, and even, in the case of the evil angels, the demons, were to be subjected to eternal physical suffering in eternal fire. The demons were located somewhere in a limited physical space (underground in Hades, Gehenna or Tartarus; the earth [land] was considered to be flat in the biblical worldview).

This understanding of pneuma was explicitly indicated by Tertullian in his Contra Praxean and in De Carne Christi. After a lengthy discussion of the generation of the Logos which "is a certain substance, constructed by the Spirit [Pneuma]," Tertullian proves that its substance must be the same as the pneuma of God:

For who will deny that God is a body, although God is a Spirit [Spiritus]? For Spirit has a bodily substance of its own kind, in its own form. Now, even if invisible things, whatsoever they be, have both their substance and their form in God, whereby they are visible to God alone, how much more shall that which has been sent forth from His substance not be without substance!

And discussing the nature of Christ's soul Tertullian makes a generalized statement:

Since, however, it [the soul] exists, it must needs have a something through which it exists. If it has this something, it must be its body [corpus eius]. Everything which exists is a bodily substance sui generis. Nothing lacks bodily existence but that which is non-existent [Omne, quod est, corpus est sui generis. Nihil est incorporeale nisi quod non est].
To summarize: In the Old Testament there is only one pneuma, that is God's Pneuma (~yhlaxWwr) the "stuff" of God and such is the usage of Philo and of Josephus (to. pneuma Qeou/ or pneuma to. Qeion). Josephus and Philo never speak of the Holy Ghost or Spirit (Pneuma). Justin, however, differentiates between God's Pneuma and the other Pneuma called by him either the Prophetic Pneuma or Holy Pneuma, without explaining its origin. We may, however, deduce its origin from his treatment of the next Pneuma, the Logos, and from the statement of Theophilus. Theophilus clearly identifies the Pneuma mentioned in Genesis 1: 2, contrary to the meaning of the text, as a separate Pneuma given out or emanated or radiated from God's Pneuma. Moreover, the second Pneuma in Justin, the Logos, is called God's Son and also Christ and was generated before all creation by some kind of emanation. It was, in the next stage, incarnated in man, Jesus. By a fancy interpretation of Lam. 4:20 where Jeremiah clearly speaks of the future Jewish and human Messiah as "The breath [pneuma] of our nostrils, the anointed [Messiah] of Yehowah," Justin misunderstood the meaning of the translated Hebrew in the Septuagint as indicating the existence of the divine Pneuma of Christ.

The Holy Spirit (Pneuma) or the Prophetic Spirit (Pneuma)

In the already quoted passage, Justin states that Christians worship and adore the Triad together with "the host of the other good angels who follow and are made like Him [the Son]." Justin here is in agreement with most people of antiquity who filled the world with a plethora of divine beings. All of these divine beings, according to Justin, derive from one source and are produced by the same mechanism i.e., emanation or effluence of the divine substance, Pneuma, from the One God. The third pneumatic individual of the Triad, the Holy Spirit (Pneuma), is represented by Justin in a variety of ways:

1. One of the traditions refers to prophetic inspiration and utterances, and therefore Justin most often uses the name of the Prophetic Spirit (Pneuma) for its description. This tradition was universal and found in all cultures and religions, including Christianity. It was expressed in a variety of prophecies produced by the prophets in a state of ecstasy, of inspiration, or oracular utterances. This tradition is attested to by the existence of such words as evnqea,zw, evnqeo,omai, e,nqeoj (to be inspired, full of the god, inspired by the god) -- all of which refer to the state of being full of god, to be filled by god (the English equivalent of it is enthusiasm). The Holy Spirit assumes a variety of roles and speaks through various characters. Justin often confuses the function of both the Logos and the Prophetic Spirit claiming that all prophecies were inspired by the Logos: "I think that even you will concede that the Prophets are inspired by none other than the Divine Word (Logos)." Thus, the Prophetic Spirit mentioned frequently by Justin is positively identified by him as the Logos or the Son, and the prophetic function ascribed to the Holy Spirit was performed by the Divine Logos. Justin further elaborates on the manner in which the Logos acted in prophecies by saying that the utterances recorded by the prophets were "spoken by the Divine Logos who moves them," and which is equal to the Spirit
(Pneuma) of prophecy, but he spoke sometimes "as from the person [assuming the role or figure] of God, the Lord and Father of all," sometimes "as from the person [assuming the role or figure] of Christ" (w`j avpo. prosw/pou tou/ Cristou/), sometimes "as from the person [assuming the role or figure] of the people (w`j avpo. prosw/pou law/n) answering the Lord or His Father".74 The Spirit (Pneuma) of prophecy also spoke through David.75 Therefore, Justin sometimes calls the Holy Spirit the Prophetic Spirit, sometimes the Logos, and sometimes God.76 In the Dialogue with Trypho Justin speaks only about two Divine Beings, the Father and the Son, perhaps in an attempt to reconcile the Triadic Christian tradition with the prophetic Hebrew tradition of the Old Testament.

2. In the Triadic tradition, which must have been popular among unsophisticated Christians of Gentile origin, the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) is represented as the Third Divine Being in the liturgical Christian tradition reported by Justin.77 Its generation is understood by a common mechanism for all other divine beings of lesser rank, i.e., by an effluence or emanation of God's Pneuma. But Justin could not ascribe to it any metaphysical function distinct from that of the Logos.

Thus, in the final analysis we must conclude that in Justin's time there were already various traditions of the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) and he simply reported them and used the language which seemed to him convenient in a given situation. One hypothesis, promoted by Goodenough,78 would have Justin ascribing to the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) primarily the Logos function of inspiring the prophets which was in operation before the incarnation of Christ. After Jesus’s baptism and descent of the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) upon him, Christ assumed the former activity of the Holy Spirit (Pneuma) and there would be no more prophets.79 The baptism of Christ remains an embarrassing event for Christians who assume the existence of the separate Logos or the trinitarian doctrine.

Thus, according to Justin, there are three (or two) separate divine entities popularly worshipped by the Christians: God the Father whose substance is God's Pneuma, the second Pneuma is the Logos or the Son of God, and the third Pneuma is the Holy or Prophetic Pneuma. Justin, however, claims that in reality the two Pneumas, the Holy Pneuma and the Logos Pneuma are one and the same Pneuma and, only according to the functions it performs, it assumes different characteristics and identities, and therefore is described by different names. This method is typical for the Greek mentality and analysis, where every phenomenon, every aspect of nature or of human life was ascribed to a special real or hypostatized agent responsible for its occurrence. We have seen a similar approach in Theophilus and Philo, however without hypostatization of God's attributes.

By extension, these three Pneumas must be the same as God's Pneuma since they originated from it. So they would be three individuals in the unity of God's substance. But this point was not emphasized by Justin, on the contrary, he insisted on the numerical distinction and subordination of these two Pneumas to the First God, the Father. Thus there is no Trinity in Justin's writings as he believed in only one Supreme God. The Logos and the Holy Spirit
(Pneuma) had subordinate ranks, being in the second and third place, respectively, and entirely dependent on the will of God the Father.

However, the concept, of the unity of the substance, which was later formulated by Tertullian, found its way eventually into the decree of the Council of Nicaea (325) which declared that the three divine entities have the same substance, God's or the Father's substance (evk th/j ouvsi,aj tou/ patro.j), but they are different individuals. Moreover, the Justin formulation of radiation or emanation as "light from light" (Qeo.n evk Qeou/( fw,j evk fwto,j) was used literally in the Nicaean assertion.80

The First Council of Constantinople (381) extended the Nicaean formulation to include the Holy Pneuma as proceeding from the Father and ascribed to it the function of "vivifying" (kai. eivj to. pneu/ma to. a[gi]on( to. ku,rion kai. zwopoio,n( to. evk tou/ patro.j evkporeuo,menon).81 The Council of Chalcedon in 451 declared Jesus Christ to be truly God and truly human (Qeo.n avlhqw,j kai. a;nqrwpwj a;lhqw,j) and of one substance (ο`moou,sion) with the Father touching on the Godhead and of one substance with us according to human kind, begotten before all time of the Father and in the last days, from Mary the God-bearer; and though he has two separate natures (evn du,o fu,sesin avsugch,twj), they are preserved in one function or role (person) and in one individual (eivj evn pro,swn kai. mi,an u`po,stasin).82 Finally the Council of Toledo in 589 introduced modification to the Latin text of the creed, the famous “filioque” as the provenience of the Holy Spirit.

Numenius and the Greek Sources of the Justin Triadic Formula

When Justin mentions that Christians believe in the Triad – the Most true God who is the Father, the Second (God), and the Third (God) – he refers directly to the discussion among his contemporary Middle Platonists. We have testimony of this discussion preserved in the fragments of the philosophical writings of Numenius of Apamea in Syria (fl. ca 150) which were preserved primarily by Eusebius of Caesarea, Origen, Macrobius, Calcidius, and Porphyry.83 We know nothing about his life. Johannes Laurentius Lydus (ca 410-465), a Byzantine philosopher, mentions his name with the sobriquet Roman (Noumh,nioj o` ‘Rwmai/oj) which would indicate that Numenius stayed in Rome.84 His name is mentioned by Clement of Alexandria (ca 150-215)85 which provides the terminus ad quem as the second half of the second century. Preserved fragments are from: On the Good (Πετι. τάγαθ), a work modeled on the dialogues of Plato; a treatise, On the Infidelity of the Academy to Plato; On the Secrets of Plato; and On the Incorruption of the Soul.

The triadic speculations are nothing new. We find them in Greek philosophy, as well as in Egyptian religion.86 Particularly striking is the agreement of the Numenius doctrine with that presented in the so-called Chaldaean Oracles.87 The reason probably is because both the Numenius and the Chaldaean Oracles have the same source, namely, the Platonic tradition via
Xenocrates. This was the current theological doctrine of the second century. Numenius, in turn, influenced the Christian apologist, Justin, the Greek philosophers Plotinus and Porphyry, and later Eusebius of Caesarea.

**Xenocrates of Chalcedon**

Xenocrates of Chalcedon (d. 314 B.C.E.) was the second successor of Plato in his Academy after Speusippus. We have only fragments of their writings and testimonies left by others about their doctrines. They both elaborated further on the existence of cosmic principles in Plato’s *Philebus*, already listed by Pythagoras. Eventually such speculations led to the abandonment of the theory of Ideas as separate entities and to postulating the Ideas as the thoughts of the divine intellect. As Pythagoras ascribed a great role to numbers and Plato described the cosmos as an expression of geometrical and mathematical regularities, it seems that Speusippus and Xenocrates substituted numbers for the Ideas just fusing the ideal and mathematical entities. Xenocrates, however, claimed that there are no separate numbers from sensible things.

Xenocrates philosophy constitutes an important transition to Middle Platonism. He derived everything that exists from the supreme monad (εὐκ τοῦ ένοι) identified with the Intellect and from the non-one (ανεών) which he identified with matter or the indefinite dyad (ἡ ἀνωρθόστοι δύα,ι) due to its multiplicity. He tried to preserve the Platonic concept of Ideas as the models of things so he treated them as numbers because just as numbers were defining things, so Ideas were defining matter. They were invisible, comprehensible by the intellect, and incorporeal principles of the sensible reality imparted from the supreme Monad. As to the material of the sensible world, it was made of four simple and primary elements. These were organized into composed entities analogically to the construction of the geometrical figures which were produced from the primary figures. Moreover all reality was divided into three geometrical patterns according to the three types of triangles: the equilateral triangle represented unity, thus the soul of the supreme divinity; the isosceles represented equality and disequality, unity and variety, thus the soul of demonic beings having human passions and divine faculties; the scalene with all unequal sides represented the descending souls mixed with the material elements, thus human beings. Next, following his master, Xenocrates claimed that the universe was born out of disorder and brought into order by the divinity. But he defended Plato claiming that, when Plato said that the world was generated, he did not mean to say that the universe was generated in time, but only intended to explain better that the cosmos derived from preexistent matter and from the form just analogical to the process of mathematical reasoning. And the cosmos had an indestructible nature which meant that it persisted in existence by the will of the divinity which governed it: "The universe is eternal and ungenerated."

We can reconstruct similarly Xenocrates’s psychology from the preserved fragments and testimonies. According to a view found in all ancient philosophers, the soul has two
characteristics: it is able to move by itself (therefore, able to move the passive body) and has consciousness. These two characteristics are essential properties of living matter. Thus the soul is the cause of life. Xenocrates is said to have claimed that the soul was the "number that moves by itself" and since it defines the body, it is the component that gives the living being an impulse to move in a manner which is proper to it. It was explained that Xenocrates, by using the analogy of a number wanted to indicate an intermediary character of the soul between the ideas in se and the things made on the model of ideas. Thus the concept of the number refers to the Idea; the concept of the movement refers to the things made on the model of ideas. In it two realities are mixed together, the indivisible and the divisible, the intelligible (ouvis,a noera.) and the sensible. As such the soul is life par excellence.

The nature of the soul was defined by Xenocrates as a mixture of the astral substance (which was either fire or ether) and the element earth. Because of this double character some tried to fuse together the Democritus doctrine of the soul as the corporeal with that of Xenocrates. But this double nature was similar to the nature of the demons, though they were closer to the divinity. Thus sometimes the soul was called a "demon" as well, and those humans who had a "good demon" were called happy (εµδαιµονες) because they had a soul perfect in virtues.95

In his theology, Xenocrates96 differentiated two cosmic principles as divinities – the monad (o` mona,j) and the dyad (h` dua,j). One was the masculine divinity, and, as such, had a role of the Father and ruled in heaven. He proclaimed it to be the one (singular) and the intellect. This was the supreme deity, the First God, immovable and unchanging, called Zeus. The other was the feminine divinity, that had a role of the Mother of Gods and ruled over the gods beneath the heaven – she was the Soul of the Universe. Clement of Alexandria ascribed to Xenocrates the distinction between Zeus the supreme God, the Father, and the other inferior God, the Son. Some claimed that Xenocrates differentiated eight gods (or groups of gods): the astral gods with the Olympians; the five planets; the whole of heaven as such (whose substance was ether); and the demons or Titans, the invisible demigods inhabiting the regions below the moon. There were also special divine powers residing in the corporeal elements (e.g., Poseidon, god of the humid element, Demeter, goddess of productive earth, etc.). The demons were gods located between the celestial divinity and the humans; and there were good and bad demons. They were susceptible to human passions and changeable because they had corporeal admixture (of the element earth ?) to their divine element.97 Demons were those who incited humans to all bad ceremonies and religious rites, to human sacrifices and to wars; they inflicted humans with disasters and plagues. Others, like Tertullian, claimed that Xenocrates differentiated only two groups of Gods: the astral Olympians and the Titans derived from earth. Thus the astral bodies would be the instruments of the monad, and the sublunar Titans and Demons linked to the invisible corporeal elements would represent the manifestations of the dyad.
Numenius: the Immediate Source of Justin Theology

Numenius is most interesting among the Middle Platonists because he developed further such concepts of Greek philosophical tradition (as One, Demiurge, Father, Logos, Mother, World Soul) into a theological system by introducing explicitly a system of hierarchical cosmic entities, two or three Gods, interrelated by pro,scrhsij, which is a difficult term to translate, but signifies a desired, loving dependence and provenance. Such a conception could have an appeal to the philosophically oriented early Christians who operated within the framework of biblical formulations. Moreover, Numenius was acquainted with the Hebrew and Christian scriptural tradition, a fact which could have gained for him sympathy from the Christian side. Eusebius praised Numenius for deriving his ideas from Plato and Moses. Numenius himself declared Plato to be just "Moses who speaks the Attic language." There is a complete correlation between the two systems, that of Justin and that of Numenius (Table 1).

The starting point for Justin, as well as later for Tertullian, is the baptismal formula which had a sacramental (or magical), eschatological, social, and moral significance defined by its Hebrew and ritualistic original character. Justin and Tertullian operated in the Hellenic environment where its Hebrew context was long forgotten. They added to it a cosmic dimension and transferred it from the religious platform to the philosophical level explaining it in cosmic ontological terms. Justin was influenced by the triadic Middle Platonic solution of Numenius and adopted his cosmic ontological concepts to Christian historical records. Tertullian will mix it later with the Egyptian trinitarian pattern.

The innovation which was introduced by Numenius to the Pythagorean-Platonic religious doctrines was the introduction of a second transcendent and noetic entity between the supreme being and the universe. He, undoubtedly influenced by Plato's statement about the three principles in the universe transmitted by Xenocrates, which we have already discussed, derived the concept of the three Gods from distinguishing "all things in their rank and order." First, after thorough analysis of the Platonic concepts of Being and Becoming, he establishes that, that which exists is incorporeal (avsw,maton) and intelligible (nohto,n), and has the name of Substance and Being (tou/ avswma,tou/ ei=vai o;noma ouvsi,an kai. o;n).

Having established that Existing Substance and the Idea are intelligible and that the Mind is their cause, Numenius concludes that the Mind alone is Good. Now from the life-process of the Supreme Divinity (Mind) he derives his statement about the three Gods (or Minds):

The First God, who exists in himself, is simple; for as He absolutely deals with none but Himself, He is in no way divisible; however, the Second God and the Third God are One. When however this (unity) is brought together with Matter, which is Doubleness, the (One Divinity) indeed unites it, but is by Matter split, inasmuch as Matter is full of desires, and in a flowing condition. But inasmuch as He is not only in relation with the Intelligible, which would be more suitable to His own nature, He forgets himself, while He gazes on Matter, and cares for it. He
comes into touch with the Perceptible, and busies Himself with it; He leads it up into His own nature, because He was moved by desire for Matter.103

Thus the First God is characterized as the First Mind, the Good-in-itself (au, toagaqon), Self-existence (auvto. on). He exists in himself, is simple and not divisible.104 He does not create and remains idle (avrgo,n) from all the labors of the creation as would a king.105

The Second God, the Creator (poith,j dhmiourgo,j) rules by passing through the heavens. What is his function? On his passage the mind is shed down to earth on all who are destined to participate. Whenever the divinity looks on any of us, life and animation of bodies is the result, and whenever the divinity turns himself toward himself, all animation is extinguished.106

The Second Divinity remains in a subordinate position to the First One. As the Creative Divinity he is the principle of Becoming (gene,sewj), so must the Good be the principle of existing Substance (ouvsi,aj). And the Creative Divinity is analogous to the First, so must be Becoming to Being (Substance), because he is his image (eivkw,n) and imitation (mi,mhma).107

The Second Divinity in this theory is the Demiurge who has a double character – either he participates in the First God, then he is called the Second God, or he turns himself to the matter and produces the World out of formless matter (since his nature is being Creator), then he is called the Third God and even may be regarded as the World. His essence (or substance) can be analyzed from two perspectives as well. First, the Second God is the principle of Becoming and inasmuch as he produces from himself his own Idea and the universe he is the Demiurge and intelligible. Second, if the substance (or essence) of the First supreme God who is intelligible is Intellect and he himself is the Good, then the Second God, the Demiurge, inasmuch as he is the Good of Becoming, must be the Good-in-itself co-natural or cognate (su,mfuton) to the substance of the First God. Thus both share the same substance, though Numenius does not state this explicitly.
Thus Numenius classifies the Demiurge, the Second God, as analogous to the First God, his image and imitation. In conclusion to this reasoning, Numenius declares that there are four entities (pragma.ta) with the following names: 1. The First God who is the Good-in-itself, pure Intellect; 2. The good Demiurge, God Creator, his imitator; 3. The one Substance (Essence) which is shared by the two – the First God, and the Second God; 4. The copy of this Substance (Essence), the beautiful (i.e., ordered) World which is beautified (i.e., ordered from disorder) by its participation in the Beauty.\(^{108}\)

The Second God and the Third God are one whenever he is united with Matter (dyad). Because the Second God not only remains in relation with the intelligible (appropriate for his nature), but also with the perceptible, so, whenever he gazes on Matter, he forgets himself and comes into touch with the perceptible moved by desire for Matter.\(^{109}\)

In this philosophy, since the First transcendental God was unknown to man, did not create, was impassible, and contented himself with contemplation, the Second God was needed as an agent of creation and animation. Moreover, if it was not necessary for the First God to create, then he could be considered the Father of the Second God, the Demiurge. And it was for reason of piety that Numenius denied the direct creative function to the First God. The Demiurge rules in heaven, and busies himself with both the intelligible and the sensible, through him happens all that happens.\(^{110}\) Just as the pilot who sails at sea and looks to the sky to find his way, so does the Creator who is linked to matter by many connections, regulates its harmony through ideas. By looking up to God on high he receives his critical judgment, but his impulsive motion he receives from the desire for Matter.\(^{111}\)

And we humans exist in our terrestrial life when the Intellect (animation) is sent down to us. When God looks at us and turns to each one, our bodies become alive by uniting us with his radiation (divine nous). When God turns away, all that animation is extinguished while the Intellect continues its blissful life.\(^{112}\)

The participatory relation between the First God and the Second God Numenius illustrates by using several analogies: that of a farmer and planter, that of donor and receiver, of a fire kindled from another fire, of knowledge partaken by the receiver from the donor.\(^{113}\) This participation of the Second God in the First becomes still more pronounced as he receives his goodness from the First by a process of thought so that the Good is One. He really becomes one with the First God. This relation to the First God remains in complete accord with the Platonic paradigm of Ideas: just as humans and everything else are modeled on Ideas, so the Good which is the Idea of Good is the Idea of the Demiurge.\(^{114}\) In another fragment Numenius is reported to teach a triad formulated by using another metaphor, namely that there are three Gods -- the First whom he calls Father (pate,ra), the Second, whom he calls Creator (poihth.n), and the Third – Creation (poi,hma). Thus the Creator would be two Gods – as the First and the Second. And using poetic language, they could be described using terms of filial descendence as the Fore-Father (pa,ppon), Offspring or Son (e,ggonon), and Descendant or Grandson (avpo,gonon).\(^{115}\)
Thus, in the final analysis, the First God is the cause of everything and has absolute control. For though he is impassible, he has an innate motion from which derives the order (i.e., beauty) in the world, and the salvation of all.\textsuperscript{116} And he uses the Second God who is his different function to organize the Matter, thus creating the world:

Numenius relates the First (Mind) to that which is really alive (\textit{kata. to. o[ evsti zw/on}); and he says, that it thinks, out of desire (\textit{evn proscrh,sei}) for the Second (God). The Second Mind he relates to the Intellect that becomes creative out of desire for the Third; and the Third he relates to discursive Thinking (\textit{kata. to.n dianoou,menon}), i.e., human [thinking].\textsuperscript{117}

Conclusions

Justin developed his theology by interpreting the data from the written Christian documents using the concepts found in the Greek Middle Platonic philosophy particularly of Philo and of Numenius. These concept represented the current religious and philosophical ideology of his world and time.

According to Justin, there are three (or two) separate divine entities popularly worshipped by the Christians: God the Father whose substance is God's Pneuma, the second Pneuma is the Logos or the Son of God, and the third Pneuma is the Holy or Prophetic Pneuma. Justin, however, claims that in reality the two Pneumas, the Holy Pneuma and the Logos Pneuma are one and the same Pneuma and, only according to the functions it performs, it assumes different characteristics and identities, and therefore is described by different names.

The names of the three divine entities are derived from biblical terms found in the Old and New Testament and the baptismal formula. These terms were hypostatized and interpreted in the light of Greek philosophical and theological speculations.

By extension, the three Pneumas differentiated by Justin must be the same as God's Pneuma since they originated from it. So they would be three individuals in the unity of God's substance. But this point was not emphasized by Justin, on the contrary, he insisted on the subordination of these two Pneumas to the First God, the Father. Thus there is no trace of the Trinity in Justin's writings but an unequal Triad because he believed in only one God. The Logos and the Holy Spirit (Pneuma), though called gods, had subordinate ranks, being in the second and third place, respectively, and entirely dependent on the will of God the Father.
Table 1

Comparison of the Two Systems:
Justin Martyr

God is the Father
the First God;
He is Father of all;
His substance is Pneuma;
He is ungenerated (unbegotten);
He is unchangeable;
He is impassible;
He is ineffable (unutterable);
He is nameless;
He is eternal (always existing);
He is Demiurge, creator or begetter of
all things but not directly,
through the second God,
his Son or Logos;
he sows the Logos;
He is Master of all;
He is the cause of the second God's
power and existence;
He is the principle of life.

The Second in rank:
the Logos (Word),
the Son, Jesus Christ
(second) Pneuma (Spirit);
first Power of God;
identified with the Logos;
the Logos is with (?) God and is
His first-generated (begotten)
of God as the Son of God;
came from the Father before
the beginning of the
world;
Logos generated the universe out
of a shapeless substratum;
He (It) generated himself as a man,
Jesus (as in the Greek manner

Numenius

The First God,
The First Mind;
He is the Father of the Second God;
He is simple, indivisible;
He is Good-in-itself, source of being and
an idea;
He is principle of being (ouvsia);
He is idle, does not create directly;
He is impassible (stable);
He is occupied with intelligibles;
in the final analysis He is the cause
of everything;
from Him comes order in the
world, its eternity and
salvation;
He thinks out of desire (proscrhsij)
for the Second God;
the First God is related to the
Second like the farmer to the
planter, for He sows the seeds
of all souls;
He is related to that which is alive,
He is the principle of life;

The Second God or Mind
He (It) is direct agent of creation,
Demiurge;
He (It) is agent of animation;
He (It) is occupied with the
intelligibles and sensibles;
He (It) becomes creative out of a
desire for the third God;
when He (It) is turned toward us the
bodies are animated by his
radiations with which they
are united;
of Zeus's sons) by taking
the shape of man through the
power and will of the Father;
He (It) depends on the Father;
He (It) is identified often with the
Third entity in rank, the
Prophetic);
He (It) is a Teacher;
every human partakes of the Logos
i.e., has a part of Him (It);
He (It) is the seed of God;
Son and Logos as a generated
being has names:
as Christ - name associated with
being anointed by God for
ordering all things
as Jesus - name associated with
being Savior and :
(for the destruction of demons);
lawgiver of the new covenant;
also angel and apostle;
Justin identified Logos with the
World Soul of Plato;
He (It) does not accomplish anything
without the power and will of God the
Father.

**The Third in rank**
The Prophetic (Pneuma)
Spirit; also called the
Holy Spirit (Pneuma);
divine Spirit;
often identified with the
Second in rank, with the
Logos and God;
He (It) moves prophets;
He (It) speaks as a human person;
He (It) speaks as person of God;
He (It) speaks as person of Christ;
He (It) is principle of becoming;
the Second God, the lawgiver,

He (It) transplants and distributes what was
planted from above, i.e. by the First
God;
Second God is good by participating in the
Good of the First;
as God Demiurge is to the Good
so is becoming to being
(substance) i.e., as image to an imitation;
thus the Second God is an image
and imitation of the First God;
He (It) has a double character
- when He participates in the
First God then He is the
Second God,
- when He participates in the
world (matter) which He
creates then He is the Third
God;
He (It) produces from himself His own
Idea and the World;
He (It) generates the world out of desire
for the Third;
He implants, distributes, and
transplants into each of men
the seed planted by the First
God--the noetic part of the soul.

**The Third God or Mind**
The Third God - Creation;
as world He (It) it is produced by the
Second God;
as intellect He (It) is related to human
discursive thinking. speaks as person
of people;
if He (It) separate from the Second,
its generation must be by analogy the
same as that of the second in rank;

**Relationship between the Three**

The Son, Logos born by emanation from the Father without abscission, analogy to fire kindled from the fire, rays of sun to the sun, voice uttered from the source.

The same mechanism must be supposed for the Prophetic Spirit since in reality it is the same being.

**Relationship between the Three**

Relationship between the First and the Second as fire kindled from the fire, farmer and planter, as donor and receiver, knowledge partaken by the receiver from the donor.

Relationship as between Father-Creator and Creation.

Other metaphor:

Father-Son (Offspring)-Descendant (Grandson).

There are four things (pragma,ta)

1. the First God, Good in itself;
2. his imitation, good Demiurge;
3. being (substance) (ouvsi,a) which is shared between the two: that of the First God and that of the Second God;
4. beautiful cosmos is imitation of being (substance) beautified by participating in the Beauty of the First God.

Everything is in everything;

The Good is one because the second God partakes of the First.
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